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To obtain a sufficiently rich class of nonlinear functionals of whitr: noise, resp. the Wiener 
process, we study riggings of the Lz space with the white noise measure. Particular examples 
are local functionals such as e.g. the ‘square of white noise’ and its exponential with applications 
in the theory of Feynman Integra!. 
nonlinear functionals of white noise 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to give an interpretation, from the viewpoint of 
functional analysis, to classes of generalized Brownian functionals [l-4], in par- 
ticular to exponentials of quadratic (generalized) functionals and to discuss the 
application of this theory to the so-called Feynman integral. As an example we 
reformulate the path integral for the propagator in terms of Brownian functionals, 
where the averaging over paths is understood as an expectation over fluctuating 
paths generated by Brownian motion. In this sense, our method is, at least in spirit, 
in line with the idea as proposed by Feyliman [43. In order to evaluate th 3 
propagators we shall in this work restrict our attention mainly to Lagrangians with 
local potentials which grow at most quatiraticrilly. 
Before we coqe to our main topics we have to give a quick review of the theory 
of Brownian functionals as a background, in Section 1. By a Brownian functional 
WC mean a functionalf, nonlinear in g:nerol, of a Brownian motion {B (1)) :fU3 (t), t E 
‘AT). Then, in Section 2, we are led to intioducc: generalized Brownian function&. 
which will allow in particular the formulation of (nonlinear) functionals of white 
noise b(t) z (d/dt)B(r). This will also require additive resp. multiplicative renor- 
malizations of the functionals in question. We discuss various examples, and close 
the section with some remarks on possible generalizations. 
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Having established our analysis we step forward towards an application to the 
Feynman path integral in Section 3, the second subject to be discussed in this 
paper. We evahrate the free propagator and that for the harmonic oscillator in 
closed form; in other cases we find the Dyson series. Finally we discuss approxima- 
tions, among them the semiclassical one. 
1. Background: Brownian functionals 
For simplicity we take the time parameter space T to be W’. (Applications in 
quantum field theory will require generalizations to QV+‘. For a remark in this 
respect cf. [13].) A Brownian functional can be expressed as a functional of white 
noise {@(I), tE R’}. A realization of such functionals may be given by introducing 
the Hilbert space (L*) =L”(Y*, CL), where Y* is the dual of the Schwartz space 
9’(R1), and where p on Y* is the probability distribution of @(I), r E R ‘} with the 
characteristic functional C(t): 
C(5) = E(e ifi@)) = 1. ei(X& dP fX ). (1.1) 
With this p, almost every x E 9’” is viewed as a sample function of B(t), and hence 
any element cp(x) in (f,“) can be thought of as a realization of a Brownian functional 
with finite variance. 
More can be learned about the structure of Brownian 
an isomvrphism 9 as follows: 
(Yq)(t) = 1 ei’“‘C’cp(x) dh(.x ). 
.9* 
The collection 9 = {Yq; cp E (L’!) forms a reproducing 
kernel C([ -n), 6, q E 9, and 9 gives the isomorphism 
(L.‘)ZZP. 
functionals by introducing 
(1.2) 
kernel Hilbett space with 
(1.3) 
Another basic tool of our analysis is the Wiener-It& decomposition of (L’): 
(L”) = : ox,,, (1.3) 
rr -\ 0 
where 
Fourier-Hermite polynomials in x of degree 12. 
We are now ready to state the theorem on the i!rregrn/ represe!frafion Ofbownian 
functionals. (Fcr details see e.g. T. Hida [l(I).) 
ucs, = J F(t,, . . . . t,,)[(t,) . . . t(r,) d”r, W” 
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and such that 
So we have actually two representations of such dp: through U(t) with 
i”C(i$)U(s) E 9, or through symmetric square integrable functions F in L2(R”)^, 
which is the subspace of f,*(W”) consisting of symmetric functions. Namely, the 
above integral gives rise to the isomorphism 
where S,, is the image of the subspace X?‘” under .Y. 
The projection P, : 9 + 9” acts on v actors f E 9 as follows: 
(1.8) 
Example 1.1. Let {e, E 9’) be orthogonal and {a,} E II, and consider the trace class 
operator K = 1, a,f, E Sel(L2(R’)), where P,, denotes the projection operator to 
the one dimensional subspace spanned bye,. Then one finds for 9 (h) = z, a,$ (e, )’ = 
C& Kti), 
SC&, Kh)(t) = C(t){-(5, KS) +Tr K). (1.9) 
From this one sees that the Hermrte prlynomial (normal ordered’ or ‘Wick ordered’ 
polynomial) (& K@) - Tr K, for short :(8, KB):, is in %‘2 with 
.%(E5, K&:)(E) = -C(O(& KS)&?‘,, (l.lOa) 
W:(B,Kfi):)= +Ca,e,(tl)e,(t2)~K(f,, t2). 
” 
(l.lOb) 
With regard to the above example we point out that, as long as we consider only 
:(& K&):, we may drop the condition that K be in trace class. We shall deal with 
a Brownian functional, an element of (L’), as long as 
@(:@, Kfi):)(t,, t2) = K(t,, t2) (1.1 i) 
is square integrable, i.e. as long as K i_ a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, If K is not in 
trace class the (additive) renormalization in the definition of :(B, KB): is necessary, 
and in fact, (f&K@) itself becomes infinite, i.e. the latter expression ceases to be a 
well-defined random variable. 
Example 1.2. Let K furthermore be such that M = K (1 + K)-’ has Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm less than one, in other words, for M(t,, t2) = Cd{:@, MB):)(tl, fz), 
(1.12) 
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(1.13) 
(1.14) 
holds, and consider the Brownian functional 
cp (8) = exp[ -$(B, KB)]. 
Then one readily computes 
(W(5) = (det(l +K))- 1’2 exp[&, K (1 +K)-‘S]] 
and 
PZ,l(~V )(5) = C(5) 
(det(1 +K)) “2 (r MtI,, 
yn , 7 . 7 P*,,+,@-&=O. (1.15) 
As a result, the LL(R”)*-functions corresponding to cp under the isomorphism Cti 
are given by 
M:q1 -((2n)!)Fzn, n ‘= 0, 1, 2,. . . , 
with 
Fh(f,“. . . 
(-1)” 
,r,,)=--(det(l+K))- 
2% ! 
so that 
en Vll~2”I12 = (2”n !)2 2n (det( 1 + K)) “‘\~MII& 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
which is summable under the stated conditions. so that we recognize + as a Brownian 
functional. 
Similarly, in Example 1.1, a multiplicative renormalization 
expr-l(ti,KB)]-*expE-1((B,KB!-E(B,K~),] (1.18) 
yields a functional as in (1.13)-( 1.17) except for the replacement of the Fredholm 
determinant 
det( 1 .t K) = exp[Tr In( 1 f K )] \ 1.19) 
by the modified one: 
cxp[Tr(ln( 1 + K) - K )I. (1.20) 
The latter however requires only Hilberr-Schmidt properties of K to be finite. and 
to make the rcnormalizcd cp a Brownian functional. Here the renormalization is 
multiplicativ: and as before the unrenormalized functional ceases to be well-defined 
when K leaves the trace class. 
Considering the Y and Iti transforms of the quadratic and exponential-of- 
quadratic functionals which we have discussed in the two examples one sees that 
a further generalization to K resp. M not Hilbert-Schmidt would have two features: 
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(a) the square integrability of F, E L*(!R”)* and/or the summability of {&$JI) E 
Z2 would be violated; 
(b) on the other hand, many such generalizations leave the 9 transforms well 
defined. 
It is on these two observations that we base our discussion of generalized 
Brownian functionals in the following section. 
2. Generalized Browniaa functionah 
One can, on the basis of the previous section, think of many generalizations of 
the concept of Brownian functionals as developed above, and we shall come to 
specific examples after some words about the general framework for such generaliz- 
ations. For some motivation it may suffice at this point to observe that the quadratic 
functionals discussed up to now are not local, i.e. they are not additive under 
arbitrary decompositions of our ‘time’ parameter set T. We would like to consider 
additive 
Q =Ql +Qz* 
or multiplicative 
(2.1) 
Q =Qt ‘Q2, 
local functionals where, for any decomposition c_’ T, 
(2.2) 
T = T, v T2, T,, Tl disjorr‘t Borer subsets of T, 
the Qi can be found in such a way that they are functions only of {B(f), f E T,}, i = 1, 
2. Formally, expressions such as j b (t)*p (T) dr, resp. their exponentials, would have 
this property, but the corresponding operator K :f --, pf is of course not of Hilbert- 
Schmidt ype. To discuss uctx (generalized) functionals we make use of the mappings 
9 and (3. As mentioned before, .JQ allows a straightforward extension to a wide 
class of kernels K, however their images under (9 will fail to be in x,@Jn! L*(R” Y. 
Hence we propose to study the kernels as generalized functions, i.e. elements of 
G:, in the space triplet 
G,, c L’(R”)*c G;. (2.3) 
Correspondingly, by the isomorphism (9, we would be embedding the multiple 
Wiener integral of degree rr in a triplet 
%, = Xx1”,, = C. (2.4) 
where Brownian functionals Q E ‘it& play the role of ‘smooth’ or ‘test’ functionals 
with the generalized functionals in 93: as their dual. Specification of the %J,,, most 
easily done through a characterization of G,, is a matter of choice and of the 
application that one has in mind. We leave details to separate investigations. Here 
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we only want to emphasize the usefulness of relaxing not only square integrability, 
but also square summability in n, as suggested by Example 1.2 and others to be 
discussed below. For the present purpose it will be simpler to characterize the 
smoothness and summability properties of test functionals indirectly, by considering 
the algebra of functionals generated by the f with the properties that 
(a) f is continuous on Y(lR”), 
(b) f(At) for any 4 is entire in A, with (d/dh)“f(ht) continuous in f. 
Under these conditions the operator P, of (1.8) extends to the functionals f in such 
a way that 
(MM) = i”C(WL(5)~ (2.5) 
where U,, is the restriction of an n-linear continuous functional fin. By the kernel 
theorem (see [7]) on a generalized function there is an index m E Nk and a continuous 
function Fk of at most polynomial growth in x,.r: such that 
nl = Wh, . . . , ml), (2.6) . 
and 
fin (6 0 * **02,=r/,(<). 
This is a generalization of the representation (1.5). Accordingly we shall associare 
with any such F a generalized functional cp E 9* defined on the algebra of powers 
and exponentials of the B(&), ti E Y(R ‘), and characterized by 
W exp@ WI) = f(5). (2.7) 
(As a matter of notation we extend the conceL t of expectation to include the 
bilinear forms on ‘3” x $9. If cp is in X,, c 3*, this of course reduces TV the usual 3 
transform.) 
Let us now illustrate this framework by some examples. 
Example 2.1. Let K be an operator on L’(R1) such that (61, Kc?) is a continuous 
bilinear form on Y(W’) x .Y(Iw’). Then set 
:@‘, KB): = Y ‘l-C(f)([, KS)). (2.8) 
This gives rise to a kernel function K(r,, ~~~EY*(R’)*. It includes Example 1.1, if 
K(r,, I:)E L’(R’)^, and is local if 
Kcr,, f,) =S(f, -r:)kir,) 
with k integrable and of no more than polynomial growth. 
(2.9) 
Note that generalized Brownian functionals are defined as linear forms. As with 
generalized functions, there is no obvious way to exponentiate them. Hence the 
next example is of particular interest. 
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Example 2.2. Let K be an operator on L*(R’) such that M =K( 1 +K)-’ defines 
a continuous bilinear form on 9’(W’j x9’(&). Then set 
N exp[-i(& KB)] =F’(C(g) exp[&, A@)]). (2.10) 
The kernel functions are computed, as in Example 1.2, to be 
F2”01, - - - , f2”) = $i$ ( fi M(ti, L+i)) * * 
. i-l 
(2.3 1) 
If K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then the functional N exp[-] in (2.10) dithers 
from the renormalized one of the formula (1.18) by a finite factor, the modified 
Fredholm determinant. In this case as well as in the more general situation con- 
sidered here, the functional N exp is formally related to exp by an (infinite) 
renormalization, and we emphasize that it is the former that is well defined as a 
(gener$ized) Brownian functional. As a matter of notation we extend the definition 
of N exp to include linear and sure terms in the argument as follows: for fe L?(,R’) 
and a E C, set 
Nexp[-~(B,KB)+B(f)+a]=exp[B(f)+a]N exp[-$tB,K@]]. (2.12) 
With a view to applications later on we also calculate the following exa,mple. 
Example 2.3. We have 
F(N exp[-!(h, Kti)] exp[-i(@, L&)])(r) 
(2.13) 
For, e.g., K, L of trace norm smaller than one this is a matter of direct calculation, 
but the right hand side extends as an admissible functional as long as the trace is 
finite and (1 + K +I_,)-' is a continuous bilinear form on 9’(R’) x Y(R’). 
Examples 2.2 and 2.3 provide an illustration that Brownian functionals may be 
generalized ones although their symmetric kernel functions are square integrable 
for 41 tt. If the operators K( 1 + K I--’ resp. N + L I( 1 +K + L)- ’ are of Hilbert- 
Schmidt type, we have 
Jn!llFnllr.~,a~r < 00, (2.14) 
but if they are large, this sequence of norms will not be square summable in n. A 
case in point is the following. 
Example 2.4. Eor C, t- > 0 and for y E R’ we se1 
8, =S,(B(C)--)~((n~)-“2exp --L(R(t)-y)’ . & 1 (2.15) 
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This a slight of Example The formula gives 
6, (nE).-“2 exp[-y*/&]exp[-q(~,K,B)+~(f,)l, 
where td = (~/~)x[o,~I(~~)x[o,~I~~~) and fE.= WE )YX[O.~I. The operator & is 
given by (2f)‘e )P with P projection onto multiples of e = t - 1’2x~o,l~ and is of course 
in the trace class, its only nonzero eigenvalue 2t/~ being simple, and the Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm of 1?4~ = K,(l +I&)-’ is thus 2t/(2t + e), i.e. smaller than one as long 
as E and t are positive. The 9 transform can be given explicitly: 
Note that the limit of this expression, as E + ~0, produces an sdmissible functional: 
is a generalized Rrownian functional. Of course, so is 
(W(5)= E(S(BtI)-y)exp[iB(S)l) 
(n)(o) WWW-y)) 
(2.18) 
which WC recognize, consistently, as the conditional expectation 
E(exp[i&(e)] )B(t) = y). (2.19) 
More generally, again, we may consider a combination of the previous types with 
the previous examples as special cases, and given in the following example. 
Example 2.5. Let L be in the trace class and K be such that 1 f K and N = 1 +K + L 
have a bounded inverse. Denote by Y the unit vector t ““x~~,.,~E L’(C’). Then we 
can define 
-j(t+g,N ‘(,$-kg))-!-- 
1 
(e. N ‘e) 
A--i(t+g,N ‘e) 
h/t ) 
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TO conclude this section we wish to remark that characteristic functionals C of 
finite measures on a space of generalized functions are admissible functionals if 
C(he) is analytic in A near zero. Continuity on 9 is implied by their definition [7], 
and the analyticity requirement amounts to the existence of the covariance func. 
tionals. The corresponding ‘positive’ generalized Brownian functionals can thus be 
viewed as generalized Radon-Nikodym derivatives, with respect o the white noise 
measure. This points towards possible future applications in quantum field theory 
[13], since the Schwinger functions of Euclidean quantum field theory models are 
indeed generated by such characteristic functionals. This point of view is emphasized 
particularly in [S, 61. 
Finally, we want to point out that it would be very interesting to relax the ray 
analyticity requirement for the 9 transforms of generalized Brownian functionals 
to include examples where some weaker (such as Borel) summability holds with a 
view toward extending the Feynman integral (discussed in the next section) to 
larger classes of potentials for uhich only such weaker summability properties hold. 
3. The Feynman integral 
As proposed by Feynman [4], quantum mechanical transition amplitudes may 
be thought of as a kind of averaging over fluctuating paths, with oscillatory weight 
functions given in terms of the classical action 
Typically, the Lagrangian L (and hence the action) will be a sum of two terms such 
as e.g. 
(3.2) 
for a particle of mass m moving in the force field of a potential V. And accordingly 
s[x] = So[x] - j- V dr. 
In a popular intuitive notation the Feynman path integral is then expressed as 
I(4) =.t‘ exp[(i/A)S[x&!J(s) n dx(T), 
I I . 7’ I, 
(3.3) 
h = h/2n, h Planck’s constant. 
If in particular C#J is taken to be 1 and if the integral is thought of as being over 
paths with x(ti) = y i, x(I*) = y2, then the above expression gives the quantum 
mechanical propagator. 
As a guide to the literature on the many attempts to formulate these ideas we 
point out the Proceedings [2; 31 of symposia and their references ;js well as the 
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list in [l]. Here we would like to make the observation that the Feynman integral 
can be viewed as the expectation of a generalized Brownian functional. 
We introduce trajectories x consisting of a sure path y plus Brownian fluctuation: 
x(T)=y(7)+(A/m)1’2B(7), O~r~t. (3.4) 
For the purpose of describing the propagator G(y ,, y2, t ) we set y (0) = y 1, and 
claim then that for well-behaved potential V we have 
+i I:@(r)‘dr] exp[-t Jo’ V(x(r))dr]B(x(r)--y,)). 
(3.5) 
In this expression the sum of the first and the third integral is the action SEX], and 
the Dirac delta function serves to pin trajectories to yz at time t. The necessity of 
the second integral in the exponent can be made plausible by recalling that the 
white noise measure is Gaussian, while the Feynman integration should be with 
respect to (something like) a ‘flat’ measure. Inclusion of the term in question has 
just this effect. Alternatively, as a simple calculation shows, we could omit it and 
consider trajectories as in (3.4) with the strength of fluctuation (a/m)“* replaced 
by an arbitrary cy, and find, consistently with the above remarks, that the quantum 
mechanical propagator results for cy + co. 
Example 3.1. To verify the equation (3.5) for the propagator we first consider a 
*free particle’, i.e. V = 0. Then the evaluation of the right-hand side of (3.5) is an 
application of Example 2.5. Note that 
(3.6) 
to have the expectation of the so-called Feynunnn furlctionui 
so that in the lnotation of Example 2.5 we take 
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(Xtn,,] denotes an operator such that ~~&~.,J(u. )F(u, II) du dv = $,F(u, u) du) and 
s@(t)--y) is replaced by 
that is, y in (2.20) is replaced by 
m 0 
l/2 
- 
(y2- Y(O). 
The equation (2.20) therefore gives us for 4 = 0 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
which is the propagator for an isolated quantum mechanical particle. 
Note that the result is independent of the ‘sure’ part of the trajectory. This 
remains true if we insert functionals into the expectation which depend on Brownian 
motion only through x. We exemplify this by evaluating 
where F(r) = ji f(r) d7. 
We then see that the expectation (i.e. (3.11) evaluated at 6 = 0) is independent 
of y ( - ). As an example we observe a special case where f = c, [Y$ (T - TV). Denoting 
the left-hand side of (3.11) by ~‘(1 exp[i J~(T)x(T) dT])(t), the expectation in 
question is given by 
i(y2-yl) 7 
I CaY,T,,+iyl La,, 1 . 
(3.12) 
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Such a property to be independent of y ( *) is plausible if we realize that a change 
of y ( -) is a translation in the sample space and that the Feynman expectation is 
constructed so as to resemble a translation invariant integral. 
Example 3.2. The formula (3.11) further tells us that we may extend 
WM = EV exp[i&&l) 
. cc 
= Gdyl, ~2~0 exp -i 
[ J _ o. 5W2 dT + 2t i(~;5Wdr) 
-i(F)“’ 10r,$(T)($ -7) dr] (3.13) 
to ,$ E L2(W’). In particular we may view E(I exp[i C, CU,X(T,)]) as the action of I on 
a test functional. By the results of Albeverio and Hgegh-Krohn, I further extends 
to exp[-(i/A) 1 V(X(T)) dr] if V is the Fourier transform of a bounded measure: 
V(x) = 
I 
exp[icux] dnz (a). 
From (3.11) and the expansion 
V(x(T))dT = c 
I 
,.“,,G J XT J exp[i;a,x(r,.)] dm(a,.) 
we are given the Dyson series for the propagator G of a particle in the field of the 
potential V : 
ih 
X exp 
[ 
7,,T&, _ ---.- 2rr1 x Cy,.C~, T , A T, - - ( I ) + i ()‘~--.\-‘I) ~_._ 1 CY ,.T,, + iy 1 L a,. . f 1 
(3.14) 
Example 3.3. In case the potential V, and hence S[x], depends at most quadraticaliy 
on Brownian motion, we can evaluate E(f exp[-(i/h)S]) in closed form through 
12.20). This applies in particular to the approximation 
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where 
s’(T) =6s[yl= (R,m)“2 I’ V'(y(T)) dr, a3 (7) z 
and 
a[Yl 
S”(T’, 72)= * * 
SBhw3(72) 
= (R/mp2 V"(y (7)) dr. 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
To obtain an approximation for the propagator we must then evaluate 
WY,, YzA=E (I(exp[ -$S[y]+ti(S’)+M, S%))])), (3.18) 
which can be done by an application of (2.20) as in (3.7-3.10), but now with 
L = (i/W’, and e = -(i/h)S’. In view of the approximation (3.15) the result will 
now of course depend on the choice of the sure path around which we expand. 
Here we evaluate (3.18) further for the following two choices of y. 
(a) the ‘classical’ path yC for which V’(y) = -mj; so that 
S’(7) = -(m h)“2(jqt) - y(r)). 
In this case 
[+g =-i/M’+ l(m/A)‘12y 
and we pin B(r) at zero, i.e. y = 0 in 
As a result, the exponent in the 
becomes 
l/2 
jl Ok, e the unit vector, 
(2.20). 
right-hand side of (2.20) cancels and (3.18) 
x exp[-$ In Tr( 1 - h-‘S”)]), yE the classical path, 
which is the semiclassical approximation. 
(b) For the ‘harmonic oscillator’ V is given by 
V(x) = qgx 2, 
the action is of second degree in white noise, SC .rt (3.18) is exact, and hence 
independent of the path, Let us ev;lluate it, again with the help of (2.20), for the 
choice y(r) = 0, which implies that 
V’(0) dr = 0, 
so that for insertion in (2.20) we have to put 
,$ = g = 0 and y = (m/h)"'yz. 
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As before K = -( 1 -+ i),&l and L = (i/h)??‘, so that (2.20) gives 
G(% ~2, tj = (2nihr(e, (I~j-lS,,)-le) 
112 
exp[-i Tr In( 1 - h-1S”)] 
:a y; 1 -_ 
31 1 t (e, (1 - A-‘S”)-‘e) ’
To evaluate this further we determine 
h f 
S”(Tl, 72) = ; I k TI”T2 V”(0) dr =; (t - r1 v Q). 
It is not hard to diagonalize S”. As a result we find 
( ) 
l/2 
(e, (1 - A-~‘S”)-‘e) = (ot)~-‘tgalr, R cd=- ) 
m 
and eigenvalues A, of (1 --K’S”) are 
n.=l-((&)* 
so that 
exp[-; Tr In(l -h ‘S”)] = (det(l -K’S”))-” 
-l/2 
= (cosof)-I’“. 
Finally we have 
.io,~~,*,=(2~i;:,,,)l:‘lcoswti ii2e~p[&y~~] 
( 
rn 
> [ 
= 
2nift ot exp 
-yyf ctgwr , 1 
solves the oscillator equation the initial S(.K ). 
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